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ABSTRACT
To mitigate infrastructure deterioration, structural health monitoring (SHM) has been employed for more than half a
century, gaining momentum with recent advancements in information, communication, and sensing technologies. In
particular, wireless sensor networks have gradually been incorporated into SHM, offering new opportunities towards
enhanced flexibility and scalability, as compared to cable-based SHM systems. However, wireless sensor nodes are
installed at fixed locations and, causing high installation costs, need to be employed at high density to reliably monitor
large infrastructure. This feasibility study proposes quadruped robots for wireless SHM of civil infrastructure, leveraging
advantages regarding cost-efficiency and maneuverability. Aiming at cost-efficiency, the quadruped robots are
implemented using off-the-shelf components. The robots are equipped with sensors to collect acceleration data relevant to
SHM of civil infrastructure, with cameras for navigation, and with embedded algorithms, facilitating autonomous data
processing, analysis, synchronization, and communication. The accuracy of the quadruped robots is validated in laboratory
tests on a shear-frame structure by comparing the SHM data collected and analyzed by the quadruped robots with SHM
data collected by a high-precision cable-based SHM system. Furthermore, the maneuverability and efficiency of the
quadruped robots is demonstrated through field tests conducted on a road bridge by comparing the sensor information
collected by the robots with the respective sensor information collected by a comprehensive benchmark SHM system. The
results confirm that the quadruped robots, as compared to stationary wireless sensor nodes, require a smaller number of
nodes to achieve the same sensor information and, as compared to wheeled robots, offer better maneuverability, as critical
parts of civil infrastructure may be hard to reach. In summary, this feasibility study represents a first step towards robotic
fleets employed for autonomous SHM.
Keywords: Structural health monitoring (SHM), quadruped robots, legged robots, wireless sensor networks, mobile sensor
networks, infrastructure maintenance

1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s infrastructure carries significantly more vehicles than originally expected. Moreover, extreme events caused by
climate change, such as floods, extreme heat, wildfires or hurricanes, are expected to increasingly pose critical threats to
infrastructure [1]. If the current trend of underinvestment in economic infrastructure continues, the world will face a gap
of infrastructure investments of about US$ 350 billion per year [2]. Until 2030, the world will need to invest an average of
US$ 3.3 trillion per year in economic infrastructure. Regarding the deterioration of transportation infrastructure, such as
bridges, roads and railways, it is estimated that low-income countries and middle-income countries will need to spend
between 0.5% and 3.3% of their gross domestic product (GDP), or US$ 157 billion to US$ 1 trillion, annually on new
transportation infrastructure by 2030 – plus additional 1-2% of their GDP on network maintenance [3]. In industrial
countries, estimates show that continued underinvestment in deteriorating infrastructure will have a cascading effect on
the economy and, regarding the US, will cause the loss of US$ 10 trillion in GDP over the next two decades [4].
To mitigate infrastructure deterioration and the financial implications, structural health monitoring (SHM) has been
employed for more than half a century, gaining momentum with recent advancements in information, communication, and
sensing technologies [5]. SHM systems have matured into a significant pillar of infrastructure maintenance, representing
a supplement to traditional structural maintenance strategies, such as non-destructive testing and visual inspections [6].
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SHM can help detect infrastructure damage and deterioration early, thereby reducing the likelihood of catastrophic
structural events [7]. Through obtaining structural information extracted from structural response data collected by SHM
systems, damage indicators are established that may be used for facilitating predictive maintenance and for advancing lifecycle management strategies [8]. In particular, wireless sensor networks are gradually incorporated into SHM [9],
leveraging new opportunities towards reduced installation efforts and enhanced flexibility and scalability, as compared to
cable-based SHM systems.
Besides being easy-to-install, flexible, and scalable, smart wireless SHM systems are capable of embedded computing and
distributed-cooperative execution of SHM tasks, which enables wireless SHM systems to autonomously detect structural
anomalies and to provide structural information in real time. However, wireless sensor nodes are installed at fixed locations
and need to be employed at high density to reliably monitor large infrastructure, causing high installation costs.
Furthermore, the limited power of wireless sensor networks, installed at fixed locations and for unattended long-term
operation, still represents a significant constraint when deploying stationary wireless sensor nodes for SHM. To resolve
the critical constraints stemming from costly high-density deployment and limited power, mobile wireless sensor networks
have been proposed for SHM [10]. In a mobile wireless sensor network, each mobile sensor node is a miniature mobile
robot equipped with smart sensors that explores its environment and exchanges information through wireless
communication. Thus, both constraints inherent to stationary wireless sensor nodes can be resolved when taking advantage
of the mobility: First, high spatial resolutions can be achieved by cost-efficiently deploying a small number of mobile
wireless sensor nodes; second, each mobile wireless sensor node can be enabled to periodically return to a base station for
automatic recharging, eliminating the constraint of limited power.
In the last decades, prototype mobile wireless sensor nodes have been proposed based on wheeled robots [11]. It has been
demonstrated that augmenting stationary sensor networks with mobile nodes solves many design challenges that exist in
stationary sensor networks. The technological foundations required to implement wheeled mobile wireless sensor nodes
are well-established, including routing protocols, architecture and topology, self-organization, energy utilization,
scalability, localization, security, and privacy [12, 13]. Mobile wireless sensor nodes have successfully been employed for
wireless inspections and for wireless structural health monitoring [14]. For example, in [10] a wheeled mobile wireless
sensor node capable of maneuvering on structures built with ferromagnetic materials is designed and validated. The authors
have shown that the mobile wireless sensor node is able to attach/detach an accelerometer onto/from the structural surface,
aiming to collect and analyze structural response data relevant to SHM. In summary, although wheeled robots deployed
for mobile SHM eradicate major disadvantages of stationary wireless sensor nodes regarding high (and costly) deployment
density and power consumption, wheeled robots still offer room for improvement regarding maneuverability,
transversability, and efficiency. These improvements are inherent to legged robots. Since the emergence of bionics in the
middle of the 20th century, legged robots, mimicking the behavior of living beings, have been an objective in robotics
research, gaining new impetus with the advent of Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 [15].
The development of legged robot locomotion has been continuously evolving over the past decades, as it offers distinct
advantages compared to wheeled robots in maneuverability, transversability, and efficiency [16]. As compared to wheeled
robots, legged robots have a greater ability to move on almost all surfaces in different terrains, providing better adaptability
to unstructured and unknown environment. Representing a particularly promising type of legged robots, quadruped robots
are ideal in terms of stability and efficiency and are thus used in applications that require high safety or high payload [17].
Being easy to control, to design and to maintain, quadruped robots exhibit better equilibrium than robots with fewer legs,
while walking control is not as complex as walking control of multi-legged robots [18]. Engineering tasks executed by
quadruped robots include mine inspection, space exploration, or fire-fighting [16]. However, the utilization of quadruped
robots in wireless SHM has received little attention.
This study explores the feasibility of deploying quadruped robots for wireless SHM of civil infrastructure, aiming to
achieve insights into how to realize the advantages of mobile wireless sensor nodes in general and of quadruped robots in
particular. Quadruped robots, implemented from cost-efficient off-the-shelf-components, are proposed, equipped (i) with
sensors to collect acceleration data relevant to SHM of civil infrastructure, (ii) with cameras for navigation, and (iii) with
embedded algorithms facilitating autonomous data analysis, communication, and navigation. As will be shown in this
paper, the quadruped robots, as compared to stationary wireless sensor nodes, require a smaller number of nodes to be
deployed to achieve the same sensor information, entailing a more cost-efficient SHM. As compared to wheeled robots,
the quadruped robots provide better maneuverability, as critical parts of civil infrastructure may be hard to reach by
wheeled robots. The performance of the quadruped robots regarding the accuracy of SHM is first validated through
laboratory tests on a shear-frame structure, by comparing the SHM data collected by the quadruped robots to the SHM

data collected by a high-precision cable-based SHM system. Moreover, the cost-efficiency and maneuverability of the
quadruped robots is showcased through field tests on a road bridge by comparing the sensor information collected and
analyzed by the quadruped robots with the sensor information collected by a comprehensive benchmark SHM system.
The remainder of the paper starts with a description of the methodology followed to design and to implement the quadruped
robots, putting emphasis on the modular software architecture. Then, the laboratory tests are presented followed by the
field tests, conducted at Köhlbrand Bridge, the second longest road bridge in Germany. Next, the results of the laboratory
tests and the field tests are shown and compared with the high-precision cable-based SHM system and with the benchmark
SHM system installed at Köhlbrand Bridge, respectively. Finally, the results are discussed, particularly focusing on costefficiency, maneuverability, and accuracy of the quadruped robots. The paper concludes with a summary of the key
findings and a discussion on future research that may be conducted to advance this work towards robotic fleets for
autonomous SHM.

2. A MOBILE STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING APPROACH BASED ON
QUADRUPED ROBOTS
The proposed mobile SHM approach essentially seeks to enhance wireless SHM by coupling wireless sensing strategies
with modern trends in robotics, aiming to increase cost-efficiency and maneuverability, while maintaining acceptable
levels of accuracy. With regard to cost-efficiency, substituting stationary wireless sensor nodes with quadruped robots
may, at a first glance, seem detrimental to the economy of SHM. However, the particularly dense spatial information
required in full-scale SHM applications usually results in relatively fine wireless sensor node grids, which tend to weaken
the economic benefits of eliminating cabling. Hence, acquiring similarly dense spatial information by means of a minimal
deployment of quadruped robots, capable of scanning large areas of civil infrastructure, eventually enhances costefficiency. Furthermore, the maneuverability merits of quadruped robots are also associated with the spatial density
requirements of full-scale SHM applications, which frequently involve locations with poor or no access to humans or
impediments to wheeled robots. Finally, to prove the efficacy of the mobile SHM approach, it will be demonstrated that
this minimal deployment of quadruped robots is in a position to maintain at least the same levels of accuracy in SHM data
as an SHM system with stationary sensors.
As previously stated, the benefits of the proposed mobile SHM approach stem from the minimal deployment of quadruped
robots. In this context, a major challenge is to extract as meaningful information from this minimal deployment as from a
fully fledged SHM system. In typical SHM applications, information on the structural state is based on correlations
between SHM data obtained from different locations. Moreover, meaningful information on structural states relies on the
strategic selection of locations for collecting SHM data and on the coherence (synchronization) between SHM data from
different locations. Therefore, the requirements of the mobile SHM approach proposed in this paper include:


A minimum of two quadruped robots with advanced locomotion,



Sensors embedded in the robots for collecting SHM data.

Given the inherently decentralized nature of the mobile SHM approach, the majority of SHM tasks is expected to be
handled by hardware units as well as by software modules embedded in the quadruped robots. A SHM process involves
the following SHM tasks:
1.

Navigating, so as to ensure that large areas of monitored structures can be scanned,

2.

Performing SHM data processing and analysis,

3.

Synchronizing SHM data,

4.

Communicating wirelessly with other robots and with a centralized server.

In what follows, design and implementation details of the mobile SHM approach, both in terms of hardware and software,
are presented.

2.1 Hardware design
In this feasibility study, quadruped robots named “mini intelligent documentation gadgets” (mIDOGs) are proposed. For
maneuvering in areas of limited accessibility, quadruped robots need to be agile yet cost-efficient. Therefore, the
technological basis of the mIDOGs is provided by the “Bittle” platform, a cost-efficient off-the-shelf component
manufactured by Petoi LCC [19]. The mIDOG features three independent, yet interconnected, hardware units realizing the
operation of the robot, (i) the robot unit, (ii) the processing unit, and (iii) the sensing unit. The robot unit, responsible for
kinematics and actuation, provides capabilities of motion using eight degrees of freedom, ensuring the equilibrium of the
mIDOG and meeting the maneuverability requirements of the proposed approach. The processing unit comprises the
“brain” of the robot, i.e. an Arduino board with built-in algorithms controlling the locomotion of the robot. However, the
resources of the Arduino board are almost exclusively utilized by locomotion algorithms, leaving no room for
implementing SHM tasks. To overcome processing limitations, a dual-board system is devised by interfacing the Arduino
board with a powerful Raspberry Pi board, which allows the implementation of computationally intensive algorithms for
executing SHM tasks and enables WiFi communication. Last, but not least, the sensing unit embodies “receptors” of the
robot in the form of sensors; in this study, an Analog Devices 3-axial ADXL355 digital output accelerometer is attached.
Furthermore, a Raspberry Pi camera v1.3, featuring an OmniVision OV5647 image sensor, enables the mIDOG to capture
low-noise pictures of its surroundings with 2592×1944 pixels resolution [20, 21].
The SHM process executed by a group of mIDOGs, consisting of the aforementioned SHM tasks, is flowcharted in Figure 1
and encompasses:
1.

Navigation: The mIDOG, via recognizing markers in the structure by image recognition, navigates to the
locations from which SHM data is collected (“sensing location”), using all three hardware units. The mIDOG
obtains position data from the sensing unit and validates, via the processing unit, if the sensing location has been
reached. If the sensing location has not been reached, locomotion is performed by the robot unit in an attempt to
find the sensing location.

2.

Communication: At the sensing location, the mIDOG assumes a “measuring posture” via the robot unit and the
processing unit communicates with the rest of the mIDOGs involved in the SHM process to exchange local clock
information for time synchronization purposes.

3.

Data processing and analysis: Once all mIDOGs have reached the sensing locations and have taken measuring
positions, each mIDOG attaches its accelerometer to the surface of the structure. Then, the sensing unit begins
collecting SHM data, e.g. acceleration data (“data acquisition”). Thereupon, the processing unit stores the
acceleration data and performs data analysis.

4.

Synchronization: Complementary to exchanging local clock information, the acceleration data collected by the
mIDOGs is synchronized by the processing units upon completing data acquisition to ensure data quality and the
reliability of the data analysis results.

2.2 Software design
The SHM process introduced in subsection 2.1 is handled by dedicated software modules, written in Python, that are
embedded into the Raspberry Pi board, while the locomotion tasks are decoupled and embedded in the Arduino board. The
following discussion provides an overview of the software modules designed for the mobile SHM approach, and briefly
describes the core classes and interfaces of the modules.
The core of the navigation module consists of six classes and two interfaces, dividing the navigation tasks into localization
and locomotion, as shown in Figure 2. The LocomotionProcessor class encompasses logic for determining sequential
movements of the robot to reach the sensing locations. Position data to estimate the current location of the robot in relation
to its reference position is provided by the LocalizationProcessor class. Both classes encapsulate the internal processes by
means of the Locomotor interface and the Locator interface, respectively, offering abstraction for other navigation classes
that manage different sensing mechanisms, e.g. laser scan data provided by light detection sensors and distance sensors.
In this study, a path detection method is implemented in the PathDetectionLocomotor and PathDetectionLocator classes.
The PathDetectionLocomotor class calculates the movements to be performed, and the movements are sequentially
forwarded through the classes ProcessManager, CommunicationManager, and Arduino to the robot unit, which performs
the movements. The PathDetectionLocator class processes image data of the sensing unit, leveraging computer vision, to
obtain position data based on the longitudinal centerline of the robot, which represents its reference position.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the SHM process executed by the robot, processing, and sensing unit of the mIDOGs, divided
into navigation, communication, data processing and analysis, and synchronization software modules.

The communication module comprises three core classes. Upon initializing a machine-to-machine (M2M) communication
network using the Socket class, the CommunicationManager class scans whether a wireless local network between all
mIDOGs exists from previous instances of the CommunicationManager class; in case no instances of the
CommunicationManager class are found, the CommunicationManager initializes the wireless local network and hosts the
network as a server. In case a wireless local network exists, the CommunicationManager acts as a client and connects to
the instance of the CommunicationManager class (representing a server) in the wireless local network. In other words, the
mIDOGs have the capability of creating a wireless ad-hoc network, where the first mIDOG to create the network is a server
and the other mIDOGs are clients. Thus, a decentralized communication architecture is devised, while maintaining a
flexible number of mIDOGs, to adapt to different monitoring scenarios. Using the wireless local network, position states,
providing confirmation on sensing locations to be reached, as well as local clock information are shared between all
mIDOGs so as to ensure synchronized SHM data collection. Furthermore, as previously discussed, the
CommunicationManager forwards movement information to the Arduino class, which handles the connection between the
processing unit and the robot unit, for effecting locomotion.
The data processing and analysis module encompasses the DataProcessor, the DataStorage, the DataAcquisition, and
the DataAnalysis class, representing core classes of the module. The DataProcessor class embodies a gateway to the
DataStorage class, where the data collected by the sensing unit is stored and can be accessed. Furthermore, the
DataProcessor class manages DataAcquisition and DataAnalysis, the latter involving rudimentary frequency-domain
analysis, which is typically implemented as an embedded processing task in wireless SHM, such as applying fast Fourier
transform (FFT) and peak picking (PP) to SHM data [22]. The computations of the FFT are managed by the FFT class and
the peak picking is performed by the PeakPicking class.

For synchronizing the SHM data of two or more mIDOGs, the synchronization module is devised, detecting
synchronization discrepancies between two SHM datasets, based on frequency-domain synchronization. Synchronization
discrepancies are calculated based on the slope of the cross spectral density phase function between two SHM datasets,
managed by the SynchronizationAnalysis class, which is associated with the aforementioned DataProcessor. Frequencydomain algorithms from the data acquisition and analysis module are used by the CrossSpectrum class, which computes
the cross spectral density phase functions between the datasets. Finally, the average slope of the cross spectral density
phase function is estimated through linear regression, by the LinearRegression class.

Figure 2. Embedded software modules, designed for the mobile SHM approach.

In total, the hardware and software modules previously described form the integrated mobile SHM system, as realized by
two or more mIDOGs, capable of yielding SHM outcomes of accuracy similar to SHM systems with stationary sensors. A
mIDOG with its field of view and walking/measuring posture is shown in Figure 3. The validation tests showcasing the
capabilities of the mobile SHM system are presented in the following section.

Figure 3. mIDOG with field of view, walking posture, and measuring posture.

3. VALIDATION TESTS
The mobile SHM system is validated through laboratory tests conducted on a shear-frame structure and through field tests
conducted at Köhlbrand Bridge, Germany. The laboratory tests are conducted as preparatory work aiming to validate the
accuracy of the mobile SHM system in a controlled environment and with a structure with simple structural dynamic
behavior. The field tests focus on aspects of cost-efficiency and maneuverability, evidenced by the capability of the
quadruped robots to scan a large area of a real-world structure and obtain sensor information of the same level as a
benchmark SHM system.
3.1 Laboratory tests
The experimental setup of the laboratory tests is kept relatively simple. Since the focus is placed on examining the accuracy
of the mobile SHM system, a single quadruped robot is placed on top of a multi-story shear-frame structure, communicating
wirelessly with a computer acting as a server. Parallel to the mobile SHM system, a cable-based SHM system is installed,
consisting of a single high-precision accelerometer of type Digiducer 333D01 [27]. The experimental setup of the
laboratory tests is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Experimental setup of the laboratory tests.

Both SHM systems measure acceleration data in the x direction. The structure is deflected on its top storey, and left to
vibrate freely. The sampling rates are set to 400 Hz for the mobile SHM system and to 8,000 Hz for the cable-based SHM
system, which is downsampled to 400 Hz to facilitate data comparison. The measuring time is set to 60 s for both SHM
systems, and, upon finishing measuring, the acceleration data from both systems is averaged to reduce noise and converted
to the frequency domain via the FFT. Finally, peak picking is performed to identify the dominant peaks in the frequency
domain that correspond to vibration modes. The results of the laboratory tests will be presented and discussed in Section 4
together with the results of the field tests at Köhlbrand Bridge.
3.2 Field tests at Köhlbrand Bridge
Köhlbrand Bridge is the second longest road bridge in Germany. The bridge is instrumented with a comprehensive SHM
system, the “smartBRIDGE Hamburg” system, consisting of a dense array of high-precision sensors, which serves as a
benchmark system. For validating the mIDOG accuracy, acceleration data of the smartBRIDGE Hamburg system recorded
in the box girder is compared with the acceleration data collected by the mIDOGs. Also of interest is the sensor information
gained from the mIDOGs obtained with less nodes, as compared with those gained from stationary wireless sensor nodes,
and the maneuverability, as compared with wheeled robots. In the following subsections, Köhlbrand Bridge and the
smartBRIDGE Hamburg system are briefly illuminated, followed by a description of the validation tests and presentation
and discussion of the results.
Description of Köhlbrand Bridge
Köhlbrand Bridge, built in 1974, is a landmark of the City of Hamburg and is listed as a cultural monument. With a total
length of 3,618 m, Köhlbrand Bridge consists of a river bridge (520 m long), an adjoined ramp bridge on the west side
(1,048 m), and an adjoined ramp bridge on the east side (2,050 m). The river bridge, serving for validation in this study,
spans the Köhlbrand, an anabranch of the Elbe river in the Port of Hamburg. The river bridge, shown in Figure 5, is a
3-span cable-stayed bridge with a headroom of 53 m. It has double cable planes supported by diamond-shaped pylons
(135 m high) through fan-shaped wires with 88 steel cables, each made of an individual helical strand with diameters
between 54 and 110 mm. The superstructure of the river bridge consists of a single-cell steel box girder (3.52 m high) and
a deck of 17.2 m width.

Figure 5. Köhlbrand Bridge (picture source: Hamburg Port Authority).

The smartBRIDGE Hamburg benchmark SHM system
A structural health monitoring system, serving as the benchmark SHM system for validating the mIDOG performance, is
in operation at Köhlbrand Bridge. The benchmark SHM system has been installed within the smartBRIDGE Hamburg
project, devised by Hamburg Port Authority to pilot a large-scale digital twin concept [23]. MKP GmbH and WTM
Engineers GmbH have been commissioned to develop the monitoring concept and to install the SHM system at Köhlbrand
Bridge [24]. Specifically, strain gauges are installed in the box girder to calculate stresses. In addition, temperature sensors
and sensors measuring environmental data (air temperature, radiation, humidity, wind direction, and wind speed) as well
as a weigh-in-motion system are attached to the superstructure and traffic cameras are deployed. Furthermore,
accelerometers are mounted to the box girder and at 22 cables to allow continuous determination of the cable forces, which
primarily contribute to the stresses of the superstructure due to its dead weight. Figure 6 shows the mIDOG sensing
locations and the accelerometers of the benchmark SHM system.

Figure 6. mIDOG sensing locations and accelerometers of the benchmark SHM system.

Field tests
To validate the efficiency of the mobile SHM approach, the minimum deployment of two mIDOGs, previously discussed,
is selected for the field tests. The mIDOGs are assigned the tasks of (i) navigating the interior of the bridge steel box girder,
(ii) locating the sensing locations, and (iii) collecting acceleration data, and (iv) of analyzing the acceleration data. The
purpose of using at least two mIDOGs is to allow extracting correlations between synchronized acceleration response data
sets from different locations, which are necessary, e.g., for modal identification within the framework of operational modal
analysis. Furthermore, the maneuverability of the mobile SHM approach is showcased in the validation tests by the ability
of the mIDOGs to reach the sensing locations using their embedded image recognition capabilities, overcoming stiffener
beams and plates, which would hinder the motion of wheeled robots. By scanning all sensing locations of the steel box
girder, the tests demonstrate that the information extracted by the mIDOGs is comparable to the information extracted by
the benchmark SHM system at the sensing locations. Similar to the laboratory tests, the accuracy of the mobile SHM
approach (in a real-world application) is examined using the coefficient of determination between the acceleration response
data collected by the mIDOGs and the acceleration response data recorded by the benchmark SHM system, as will be
shown in Section 4. Finally, the field tests serve to validate the applicability of the embedded software modules in a real-

world case study as well as the functionality of peripherals use to realize the mobile SHM system, such as the camera and
the accelerometers.
Two mIDOGs are placed at an initial deployment position in the bridge and are instructed to navigate to the first sensing
locations using the robot unit and the navigation module. More specifically, the mIDOGs navigate along a line applied to
the surface of the bridge interior and stop when having reached visual markers. Once both mIDOGs have reached the
sensing locations, the mIDOGs use the communication module to establish a wireless local network for exchanging
confirmations indicating that the sensing locations have been reached and for synchronizing the internal clocks.
Subsequently, the mIDOGs assume the measuring posture and commence collecting acceleration data. Upon completing
the acceleration data collection, the mIDOGs use the synchronization module to ensure data synchronicity and proceed
with data analysis, i.e. FFT and peak picking. The data analysis outcomes (FFT values of peaks detected) are stored along
with the acceleration data collected by a mIDOG.
By repeating the SHM process, the sensing locations depicted in Figure 6 are covered sequentially in three experimental
setups. The sensing locations assumed by each mIDOG in each setup are summarized in Table 1, and Figure 7 exemplarily
illustrates the mIDOGs in operation in Köhlbrand Bridge. The measuring duration for each setup is set to T = 300 s at a
sampling rate of fs = 100 Hz. Upon completing all experimental set ups, the mIDOGs send the data analysis outcomes
(FFT values at peaks) to a centralized server.
Table 1. Overview of the experimental setups.

mIDOG 1

mIDOG 2

Setup

Sensing
location

fs (Hz)

T (s)

Sensing
location

fs (Hz)

T (s)

1

S1

100

300

S2

100

300

2

S1

100

300

S3

100

300

3

S2

100

300

S3

100

300

Figure 7. Field test inside Köhlbrand Bridge.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the laboratory tests, conducted to gain insights into the accuracy of the mIDOG-based mobile SHM system,
are illustrated in Figure 8. Specifically, the acceleration data recorded by the mobile SHM system and by the cable-based
SHM system is plotted along with the respective Fourier amplitude spectra, which represent the outcomes of the peak
picking embedded algorithms of the mIDOGs. The similarity between the acceleration data collected by the two SHM
systems is evident in Figure 8. Moreover, the FFT representations of both SHM systems yield the same information, i.e.
the same peak, which corresponds to the fundamental eigenfrequency of the shear frame structure.
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Figure 8. Outcomes (a) of the mobile SHM system and (b) of the cable-based SHM system, used in the laboratory tests.

To quantify the accuracy of the mobile SHM system, the acceleration data from both SHM systems, is compared using the
coefficient of determination (R2) [26]:
n
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In Equation 1, yi represents a single measurement from an n-sized series of acceleration data collected by the mIDOGs, ȳ
is the mean value of n measurements, and ŷi denotes the corresponding measurement of the benchmark SHM system. The
acceleration data of the laboratory tests yield a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.73, indicating high similarity between
the two SHM systems and showcasing the accuracy of the mobile SHM system. For the field tests, the R2 values for all
setups are summarized in Table 2, and an exemplary plot of the acceleration data collected by the mobile SHM system, is
depicted in Figure 9.

Table 2. R2 values for all setups of the field tests.

Setup

Location mIDOG 1

R2

Location mIDOG 2

R2

1

S1

-5.62

S2

-0.07

2

S1

-7.17

S3

-3.34

3
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Figure 9. Acceleration data and frequency spectra comparison between the mobile SHM system and the benchmark SHM
system.

The aspect of accuracy of the proposed mobile SHM approach is clearly validated from the laboratory tests, while the
aspects of cost-efficiency and maneuverability have been demonstrated in the field tests. The mobile SHM system
prototypically composed of two mIDOGs, devised to validate the approach, is capable of yielding sensor information of
the same level as the information obtained by a comprehensive benchmark SHM system with stationary, high-precision
tethered sensors. As a result, with a minimal deployment of quadruped robots, the installation costs of SHM system could
be significantly reduced, especially considering the dense sensor arrays – even of relatively cost-efficient stationary
wireless sensor nodes – required to conduct monitoring of extensive civil infrastructure. Moreover, the mIDOGs have
managed to reach all sensing locations at the interior of a steel box girder bridge, with stiffener beams and blades, thus
proving the maneuverability of the mobile SHM system.
Nevertheless, the outcomes of the SHM systems from the field tests indicate an important limitation of the mobile SHM
approach in terms of accuracy in real-world conditions. From Figure 9, as well as from the R2 values in Table 2, it is evident
that the frequency content from the acceleration data is scattered over a frequency band of 0-30 Hz, thus rendering the
identification of peaks hardly possible. From the scatter of the frequency content, it could be conjectured that the dynamic
system consisting of the bridge structure and of the live loads inflicting vibration on the structure is non-stationary in terms
of mass. This hypothesis may be valid due to the relatively low mass of the steel girder of the bridge deck. Considering
that the average weight of the vehicular traffic is comparable to the mass of the steel girder, it is likely that the structural
dynamic response analysis shifts from a conventional forced-vibration problem, with the coarse – yet tolerably valid –

assumptions (i) of “white noise” ambient excitation and (ii) of negligible influence of acting forces on structural
parameters, to a “moving-mass” problem, which renders conventional operational modal analysis challenging. Analyzing
additional acceleration data recorded by the benchmark SHM during low-traffic periods, as verified through the traffic
cameras, individual cars, i.e. light vehicles, are identified in the frequency spectra. Therefore, a second hypothesis may
conjecture that the scatter of the frequency content is not (only) due to the moving masses of the vehicles relative to the
mass of the bridge deck, but that the system is statically highly indeterminate with a complex damping behavior. As a
result, because of the limitations identified in this feasibility study in terms of accuracy in real-world conditions, one aspect
that will be investigated in future research is the equipment to be attached to the quadruped robots of the mobile SHM
system.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Gradually replacing tethered SHM systems, wireless sensor networks, being easy to install and cost-efficient, are deployed
for structural health monitoring to assess infrastructure conditions, aiming to detect and to mitigate deterioration.
Notwithstanding the benefits of wireless SHM, extracting reliable information on critical infrastructure usually requires
spatially dense arrays of wireless sensor nodes, thus entailing the risk of nullifying the cost-efficiency merits of wireless
sensor nodes. The quadruped robots proposed in this feasibility study are equipped with sensors to collect acceleration data
pertinent to SHM of civil infrastructure, with cameras for navigation, and with embedded algorithms that allow for
autonomous data communication, processing, analysis, and synchronization. The accuracy of the quadruped robots has
been validated through laboratory tests on a shear-frame structure and the cost-efficiency and maneuverability have been
shown in field tests conducted on a road bridge by comparing SHM data collected and analyzed by the quadruped robots
to SHM data collected by a comprehensive benchmark SHM system composed of a dense array of high-precision sensors.
The results confirm that the quadruped robots, as compared to stationary wireless sensor nodes, require a smaller number
of nodes to achieve the same information entropy and accuracy, i.e. quality, of sensor data, entailing more cost-efficient
SHM. As compared to wheeled robots, the quadruped robots offer better maneuverability, as critical parts of civil
infrastructure may be hard to reach by wheeled robots. However, in real-world conditions, and in structures with complex
structural dynamic behavior, the accuracy of the mobile SHM approach may be limited. This study is considered a first
step towards fully autonomous SHM based on robotic fleets. Therefore, drawing from the limitations unveiled in this
feasibility study, future research will evaluate equipment changes, specifically the sensors to be installed in the quadruped
robots of the mobile SHM system. as well as measures to improve the attachment of the robots to the structure when
measuring. Furthermore, future research endeavors may focus on autonomous robotic capabilities with respect to
localization and communication.
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